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Noah knows he is different.
Noah sees things other people can't see like the patterns in the dust that float on sunbeams.
Noah smells the ants in the grass.

Noah feels when a big storm is coming before the leaves shake.
Noah likes to learn about different things.

If Noah is confused, it hurts his head and his heart.
Noah has a lot of books, his books are about different things. Noah likes books more than toys.
Noah likes the books about weather the best! Noah reads about rain clouds and lightening. Noah reads about why his skin is dark in the summer.
None of the books have the information Noah is searching for!
Noah knows where the wind comes from, but where does the wind go?

When Noah asks his mother about the wind, she does not know the answer. Noah's mother tells him to find the answer.
Noah sits near a tree waiting for the wind.

Adapted from the original text, *Noah Chases the Wind*, written by Michelle Worthington illustrated by Joseph Cowman.
Noah turns to the sky with joy. Noah feels the wind blow his hair into his eyes. Noah breathes, and is ready to chase the wind!
Noah follows the wind down the street while it blows around buses and bicycles. The wind blows trash in the street.
Noah chases the wind while it floats over fountains, under bridges, and between people.

Noah races the wind as it grows faster, until it lifts Noah off his feet.
The wind changes color as Noah floats above the clouds.

Noah is blown by the wind through a rainbow.

The wind never stops moving.
The wind brings Noah home, Noah feels the grass under his feet. The wind touches Noah's cheek to say goodbye.
Noah sits and watches the sun go down. Noah goes inside for dinner.

Noah's mother asks where he was, Noah explains he learned where the wind goes!